
Trust Wireless Router 300N - Black EU
Wireless router to set up a super-fast and secure 300Mbps wireless network in no time

Article number: 18211 
Barcode: 8713439182118 
GTIN: 08713439182118 

Core content

Brand Trust

Product type Wireless Router 300N

Colour Black

Plug country code EU

Key features - Easy connection: link wireless devices by simply pressing a button - Data transfer up to 300 Mbps - 2 internal 

antennas for optimal speed and range in any corner of your house - Creates a safe WPA/WPA2 connection that 

protects your wireless connection against outsiders - 4 extra ports to connect wired network devices; 100Mbps 

speed - Including clear manual with step by step instructions for easy installation

Package contents - Wireless router - Network cable - Power adapter - User's guide

System requirements - Ethernet ADSL or cable modem - Wall power connection

Marketing

Extended retailer text No longer willing to have problems with your wireless internet? With the Trust Wireless Router 300N it takes no-

time to have a fast and secure wireless network throughout your home, ideal for web browsing, gaming or 

checking your mail!

 

Wireless convenience

The Wireless 300N Router features the latest wireless technologies and two internal antennas to spread an optimal 

wireless operating signal! Thanks to the N-supported network speeds up to 300Mbit can be achieved, never wait 
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again for a YouTube video or have lag while gaming! Of course does the 300N also support ordinary wireless G 

technology.

 

Versatile

The 300N is a versatile device, in addition to its wireless features the 300N has 4 ports for wired internet access! 

This is an ideal addition to connect not only your wireless-devices like laptop, tablet and smartphone but also 

connect your Personal computer or game console to your home-network.

 

Installation in 4 easy steps!

Step 1: Connect the Router 300N and provide it with power.

Step 2: Wait 2 minutes and find the signal on your Laptop or PC.

Step 3: Simply connect wirelessly with the 300N, the password can be found at the bottom *.

Step 4: Enjoy your high-speed secure wireless network!

* Also easily connect with the Router due to its WPS function. (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) Press the button on the 

back of the router and connect easily without any password entry.

 

What's in the Box

Trust Wireless 300N router, power supply, user manual, and networking cable.
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